
Choosing between the performance of fiber  
or the flexibility of wireless?  
Siklu gives you both!

Business 
Broadband 
Connectivity



Seeing demand for business Gigabit services? Tired of 
waiting for fiber to be installed or provisioned? Deliver 
service to your customers in days.  In the old wireless 
world you were limited in capacity and spectrum was often 
congested or expensive.
 
Now you can get Gigabit performance over interference-free 
uncongested millimeter wave spectrum, at an unbeatable 
price/megabit. There isn’t a better way to deliver broadband 
services to multiple customers over the last mile, which is 
why our wireless radios are bestsellers worldwide.

EtherHaul™ radios are based on an all-silicon design that results in fewer 
components, greater reliability, and significant price reductions.

Reduce deployment costs utilizing the E-Band spectrum with low licensing fees 
and a quick licensing process. The spectrum is interference-free meaning no 
congestion at the deployment sites.

With the industries largest product portfolio choose from 1Gbps FD up to 
10Gbps FD to find the right product for your application.

10Gbps 70/80GHz Radio –  
Wireless Fiber Connectivity.

The EH-8010FX delivers 10Gbps Full 
Duplex throughput for high capacity 
networks in Metro, Aggregation and 
Trunking applications.

Deliver carrier grade quality, fiber performance -  minimal jitter/latency, multi gigabit 
speeds - to your customer, in days with a rapid ROI!

Uncompromising Performance,
Minimal Cost

EtherHaul™ 8010FX 

Avoiding the congestion in 5GHz Siklu products 
operate in the 60, 70/80GHz  bands with over 
20GHz of available spectrum.

With carrier grade reliability of over 90 years 
MTBF, truck rolls and maintenance are minimized.

Future-proof capacity with up to 10Gbps full 
duplex products, and roll out gigabit broadband 
services to multiple customers on a single link.

Deploy fast with quick licensing for the E-band 
spectrum; simple site acquisition; and a simple 
and intuitive GUI for set up.

10x Spectrum

2x Reliability

8x Capacity

    x Time to Deploy
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How will you 
extend your 
business 
broadband 
delivery 
network?
Siklu delivers multi-gigabit wireless fiber 
connectivity in urban, suburban and 
rural areas. Operating in the mmWave 
bands, Siklu’s wireless solutions are 
used by leading service providers and 
system integrators to provide 5G Gigabit 
Wireless Access services. In addition, 
Siklu solutions are ideal for Smart City 
projects requiring extra capacity such 
as video security, WiFi backhaul and 
municipal network connectivity all 
over one network. Tens of thousands 
of carrier-grade systems are delivering 
interference-free performance 
worldwide. Easily installed on street-
fixtures or rooftops, these radios have 
been proven to be the ideal solution 
for networks requiring fast and simple 
deployment of secure, wireless fiber.


